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Abstract

We show that the equivariant small quantum K-group of a partial flag
manifold is a quotient of that of the full flag manifold in a way it re-
spects the Schubert basis. This is a K-theoretic analogue of the parabolic
version of Peterson’s theorem [Lam-Shimozono, Acta Math. 204 (2010)]
that exhibits different shape from the case of quantum cohomology. Our
quotient maps send some of the Novikov variables to 1, and its geometric
meaning is unclear in quantum K-theory. This paper can be seen as a
continuation of [K, arXiv:1805.01718 and arXiv:1810.07106].

Introduction

Let G be a simply connected simple algebraic group over C with a maximal
torus H and a Borel subgroup B that contains H. For each (standard) parabolic
subgroup B ⊂ P ⊂ G, we have a partial flag variety G/P . Let Gr denote the
affine Grassmannian of G. In this paper, we describe the H-equivariant small
quantum K-group qKH(G/P ) of G/P as a quotient of the H-equivariant small
quantum K-group qKH(G/B) of G/B.

The work of Peterson [34] (on quantum cohomology), whose main results
appeared as Lam-Shimozono [31], states that we can recover the structure of
the H-equivariant small quantum cohomology qHH(G/P ) of G/P by using the
H-equivariant cohomology of Gr. In this context, we have a ring surjection
qHH(G/B)→ qHH(G/P ) as a consequence of detailed study ([33]).

In [21, 20], we shed a light on the K-theoretic version of the above relation
(for G/B) by employing the equivariant K-group of a semi-infinite flag manifold
([23]) as a mediator, following an idea by Givental [14]. From this view point, the
connection between qKH(G/P )’s for different P ’s looks simpler as the structure
ofKH(G/P ) is known to be governed by that ofKH(G/B) through the pullback
KH(G/P ) → KH(G/B), while functoriality in quantum K-theory is not well-
understood.

The goal of this paper is to take this advantage to prove the following:

Theorem A (
.
= Theorem 2.18). There exists a surjective morphism

qKH(G/B) −→→ qKH(G/P )
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of algebras that sends a Schubert basis to a Schubert basis. Moreover, if B ⊂
P ′ ⊂ P is an intermediate standard parabolic subgroup, then the above algebra
map factors through qKH(G/P ′).

The same proof also works for its non-commutative variant (Corollary 2.19).
Here we stress that the existence of this map is purely of quantum nature,

and it does not specialize to give an algebra map KH(G/B) → KH(G/P ). In
fact, our algebra map specializes some of the Novikov variables to 1, as opposed
to 0 employed in the cases of quantum cohomologies [31, 33] (in particular, this
procedure makes sense only in the presence of the finiteness of the quantum K-
groups [1, 21]). Our algebra map exhibits mixed nature of [31] and [33], whose
exact meaning is unclear at the moment. By setting P = G, we obtain the ring
morphism

qKH(G/B)→ qKH(pt) = KH(pt)

presented in Buch-Chung-Li-Mihalcea [7, Corollary 10].
In view of the K-theoretic version of the Peterson isomorphism (conjectured

in [29] and proved as [21, Corollary C]), we also conclude a surjective morphism

KH(Gr)loc −→→ qKH(G/P )loc (0.1)

of suitably localized algebras (Theorem 2.22). This also sends a Schubert basis
to a Schubert basis (up to a Novikov monomial), and hence enforces the theme
developed in [8, 29, 6] and the references therein.

We remark that the explicit nature of Theorem A and (0.1) allows us to
transplant various multiplication formulas of qKH(G/B) (that can be seen in
[30, 23] etc...) to the setting of qKH(G/P ).

The organization of this paper is as follows. In §1, we collect preliminary
results including those of equivariant quantum K-groups and quasi-map spaces.
In §2, we cite results from [21, 20] to establish that certain Schubert varieties of
parabolic quasi-map spaces have rational singularities (Theorem 2.11). Also, we
introduce variants of equivariant K-groups KH(Qrat

J ) of the semi-infinite (par-
tial) flag manifold Qrat

J different from those in [23] and [21] that are more suited
for our purpose (Theorem 2.5 and the proof of Theorem 2.14). These reformu-
lations enable us to deduce the equality of structure constants in Theorem 2.18
using key observations made in this paper (Lemma 2.16) and [10, 6]. Other than
these, our overall arguments follow those of [21] with necessary modifications,
though we tried to exhibit them slightly different in flavor. We also provide
example calculations for G = SL(3) in §3.

1 Preliminaries

A vector space is always a C-vector space, and a graded vector space refers
to a Z-graded vector space whose graded pieces are finite-dimensional and its
grading is bounded from the above. Tensor products are taken over C unless
stated otherwise. We define the graded dimension of a graded vector space as

gdimM :=
∑
i∈Z

qi dimCMi ∈ Q((q−1)).

We set C0
q := C[q−1], Cq := C[q, q−1], and Cq := C((q−1)) for the notational

convention. As a rule, we suppress ∅ and associated parenthesis from notation.
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This particularly applies to ∅ = J ⊂ I frequently used to specify parabolic
subgroups.

1.1 Groups, root systems, and Weyl groups

We refer to [9, 28] for precise expositions of general material presented in this
subsection.

Let G be a connected, simply connected simple algebraic group of rank r
over C, and let B and H be a Borel subgroup and a maximal torus of G such
that H ⊂ B. We set N (= [B,B]) to be the unipotent radical of B. We denote
the Lie algebra of an algebraic group by the corresponding German small letter.
We have a (finite) Weyl group W := NG(H)/H. For an algebraic group E, we
denote its set of C[[z]]-valued points by E[[z]], and its set of C((z))-valued points
by E((z)) etc... Let I ⊂ G[[z]] be the preimage of B ⊂ G via the evaluation at
z = 0 (the Iwahori subgroup of G[[z]]). By abuse of notation, we might consider
I and G[[z]] as group schemes over C whose C-valued points are given as these.

Let P := Homgr(H,Gm) be the weight lattice of H, let ∆ ⊂ P be the set
of roots, let ∆+ ⊂ ∆ be the set of roots that yield root subspaces in b, and let
Π ⊂ ∆+ be the set of simple roots. Each α ∈ ∆+ defines a reflection sα ∈ W .
Let Q∨ be the dual lattice of P with a natural pairing ⟨•, •⟩ : Q∨ × P → Z.
We define Π∨ ⊂ Q∨ to be the set of positive simple coroots, and let Q∨

+ ⊂ Q∨

be the set of non-negative integer span of Π∨. For β, γ ∈ Q∨, we define β ≥ γ
if and only if β − γ ∈ Q∨

+. We set P+ := {λ ∈ P | ⟨α∨, λ⟩ ≥ 0, ∀α∨ ∈ Π∨}
and P++ := {λ ∈ P | ⟨α∨, λ⟩ > 0, ∀α∨ ∈ Π∨}. Let I := {1, 2, . . . , r}. We
fix bijections I ∼= Π ∼= Π∨ such that i ∈ I corresponds to αi ∈ Π, its coroot
α∨
i ∈ Π∨, and a simple reflection si = sαi

∈W . Let {ϖi}i∈I ⊂ P+ be the set of
fundamental weights (i.e. ⟨α∨

i , ϖj⟩ = δij).
For a subset J ⊂ I, we define P (J) as the standard parabolic subgroup of

G corresponding to J. I.e. we have b ⊂ p(J) ⊂ g and p(J) contains the root
subspace corresponding to −αi (i ∈ I) if and only if i ∈ J. We set Jc := I \ J.
Then, the set of characters of P (J) is identified with PJ :=

∑
i∈Jc Zϖi. We also

set PJ,+ :=
∑

i∈Jc Z≥0ϖi = P+ ∩ PJ and PJ,++ :=
∑

i∈Jc Z≥1ϖi = P++ ∩ PJ.
We set Q∨

J :=
∑

i∈Jc Zα∨
i and Q∨

J,+ :=
∑

i∈Jc Z≥0α
∨
i . We define WJ ⊂ W to

be the reflection subgroup generated by {si}i∈J. It is the Weyl group of the
semisimple quotient of P (J).

Let ∆af := ∆ × Zδ ∪ {mδ}m̸=0 be the untwisted affine root system of ∆
with its positive part ∆+ ⊂ ∆af,+. We set α0 := −ϑ+ δ, Πaf := Π ∪ {α0}, and
Iaf := I ∪ {0}, where ϑ is the highest root of ∆+. We set Waf := W ⋉Q∨ and
call it the affine Weyl group. It is a reflection group generated by {si | i ∈ Iaf},
where s0 is the reflection with respect to α0. Let ℓ : Waf → Z≥0 be the length
function and let w0 ∈W be the longest element inW ⊂Waf . Together with the
normalization t−ϑ∨ := sϑs0 (for the coroot ϑ

∨ of ϑ), we introduce the translation
element tβ ∈ Waf for each β ∈ Q∨. By abuse of notation, we denote by W/WJ

the set of minimal length WJ-coset representatives in W .
Let W−

af denote the set of minimal length representatives of Waf/W in Waf .
We set

Q∨
< := {β ∈ Q∨ | ⟨β, αi⟩ < 0,∀i ∈ I}.

For each λ ∈ P+, we denote by L(λ) the corresponding irreducible G-module
with a highest B-weight λ. I.e. L(λ) has a B-eigenvector with its H-weight λ.
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For a semi-simple H-module V , we set

chV :=
∑
λ∈P

eλ · dimHomH(Cλ, V ).

If V is a Z-graded H-module in addition, then we set

gchV :=
∑

λ∈P,n∈Z

qneλ · dimHomH(Cλ, Vn).

Let BJ := G/P (J) and call it the (partial) flag manifold of G. We have the
Bruhat decomposition

BJ =
⊔

u∈W/WJ

OJ(u) (1.1)

into B-orbits such that codimBJ
OJ(u) = ℓ(u) for each u ∈ W/WJ ⊂ Waf . We

set BJ(u) := OJ(u) ⊂ B.
For each λ ∈ PJ, we have a line bundle OBJ

(λ) such that

H0(BJ,OBJ
(λ)) ∼= L(−w0λ), OBJ

(λ)⊗OBJ
OBJ

(−µ) ∼= OBJ
(λ−µ) λ, µ ∈ PJ,+.

For each u ∈ W/WJ, let pu ∈ OJ(u) be the unique H-fixed point. We
normalize pu (and hence OJ(u)) such that the restriction of H0(B,OBJ

(λ))
to pu is isomorphic to C−uw0λ for every λ ∈ PJ,+. (Here we warn that the
convention differs from [21] by the twist of −w0. This change of convention also
applies to Q∨ in §1.2 in order to keep the degree in Theorem 1.2.)

1.2 Quasi-map spaces

Here we recall basics of quasi-map spaces from [12, 11, 20].
We have isomorphisms H2(BJ,Z) ∼= PJ and H2(BJ,Z) ∼= Q∨

J . This identifies
the (integral points of the) nef cone of BJ with PJ,+ ⊂ PJ and the effective cone
of BJ with Q∨

J,+. A quasi-map (f,D) is a map f : P1 → BJ together with a
colored effective divisor

D =
∑

x∈P1(C)

βx ⊗ [x] ∈ Q∨
J ⊗Z DivP1 βx ∈ Q∨

J,+

We call D the defect of (f,D), and we define the total defect of (f,D) by

|D| :=
∑

x∈P1(C)

βx ∈ Q∨
J,+.

For each β ∈ Q∨
J,+, we set

Q(BJ, β) := {f : P1 → X | quasi-map s.t. f∗[P1] + |D| = β},

where f∗[P1] is the class of the image of P1 multiplied by the degree of P1 → Im f .
We denote Q(BJ, β) by QJ(β) in case there is no danger of confusion.

Definition 1.1 (Drinfeld-Plücker data). Consider a collection L = {(ψλ,Lλ)}λ∈PJ,+

of inclusions ψλ : Lλ ↪→ L(λ) ⊗OP1 of line bundles Lλ over P1. The data L is
called a Drinfeld-Plücker data (DP-data) if the canonical inclusion of G-modules

ηλ,µ : L(λ+ µ) ↪→ L(λ)⊗ L(µ)
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induces an isomorphism

ηλ,µ ⊗ id : ψλ+µ(Lλ+µ)
∼=−→ ψλ(Lλ)⊗OP1

ψµ(Lµ)

for every λ, µ ∈ PJ,+.

Theorem 1.2 (Drinfeld, see [12, 2] and [20]). The variety QJ(β) is isomorphic to
the variety formed by isomorphism classes of the DP-data L = {(ψλ,Lλ)}λ∈PJ,+

such that deg Lλ = −⟨β, λ⟩.

For each u ∈ W/WJ, let QJ(β, u) ⊂ QJ(β) be the closure of the set formed
by quasi-maps that are defined at z = 0, and their values at z = 0 are contained
in BJ(u) ⊂ BJ. (Hence, we have QJ(β) = QJ(β, e).)

For each λ ∈ PJ and u ∈W , we have a G-equivariant line bundle OQJ(β,u)(λ)
obtained by the (tensor product of the) pull-backs OQJ(β,u)(ϖi) of the i-th O(1)
via the embedding

QJ(β, u) ↪→
∏
i∈Jc

P(L(ϖi)⊗C C[z]≤⟨β,ϖi⟩) (1.2)

for each β ∈ Q∨
J,+. Using this, we set

χ(QJ(β, u),OQJ
(λ)) :=

∑
i≥0

(−1)igchHi(QJ(β, u),OQJ(β,u)(λ)) ∈ C0
qP

for each β ∈ Q∨
J and λ ∈ PJ, where the grading q is understood to count the

degree of z detected by the Gm-action. Here we understand that

χ(QJ(β, u),OQJ(β,u)(λ)) = 0 β ̸∈ Q∨
J,+.

1.3 Graph and map spaces and their line bundles

For each non-negative integer n and β ∈ Q∨
J,+, we set GBJ,n,β to be the space of

stable maps of genus zero curves with n-marked points to (P1×BJ) of bidegree
(1, β), that is also called the graph space of BJ. A point of GBJ,n,β is a genus
zero quasi-stable curve C with n-marked points, together with a map to P1 of
degree one. Hence, we have a unique P1-component of C that maps isomorphi-
cally onto P1. We call this component the main component of C and denote it
by C0. The space GBJ,n,β is a normal projective variety by [13, Theorem 2] that
have at worst quotient singularities arising from the automorphism of curves.
The natural (H ×Gm)-action on (P1 ×BJ) induces a natural (H ×Gm)-action
on GBJ,n,β . Moreover, GBJ,0,β has only finitely many isolated (H × Gm)-fixed
points, and thus we can apply the formalism of Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz localiza-
tion (cf. [16, p200L26] and [4, Proof of Lemma 5]).

We have a morphism πJ,n,β : GBJ,n,β → QJ(β) that factors through GBJ,0,β

(Givental’s main lemma [17]; see [11, §8] and [13, §1.3]). Let ẽvj : GBJ,n,β →
P1 × BJ (1 ≤ j ≤ n) be the evaluation at the j-th marked point, and let
evj : GBJ,n,β → BJ be its composition with the second projection.

The following result is responsible for the basic case (the case of J = ∅) of
our computation:

Theorem 1.3 (Braverman-Finkelberg [3, 4, 5]). The morphism π0,β is a ratio-
nal resolution of singularities (in an orbifold sense). 2
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We note that GBJ,n,β is irreducible ([24]).
For each λ ∈ PJ, we have a line bundle OGBJ,n,β

(λ) := π∗
J,n,βOQJ(β)(λ). For

a (H ×Gm)-equivariant coherent sheaf on a projective (H ×Gm)-variety X , let
χ(X ,F) ∈ CqP denote its (H × Gm)-equivariant Euler-Poincaré characteristic
(that enhances the element χ(QJ(β,w),OQJ(β,w)(λ)) defined in §1.2).

1.4 Equivariant quantum K-group of BJ

We introduce a polynomial ring CQ∨
J,+ with its variables Qi = Qα∨

i (i ∈ Jc). We

set Qβ :=
∏

i∈Jc Q
⟨β,ϖi⟩
i for each β ∈ Q∨

J . We define the H-equivariant (small)
quantum K-group of BJ as:

qKH(BJ) := KH(BJ)⊗ CQ∨
J,+, (1.3)

where KH(BJ) is the complexified H-equivariant K-group of BJ.
Thanks to (the H-equivariant versions of) [15, 32] and the finiteness of the

quantum multiplication [1], qKH(BJ) is equipped with the commutative and
associative product ⋆ (called the quantum multiplication) such that:

1. the element [OBJ
]⊗1 ∈ qKH(BJ) is the identity (with respect to · and ⋆);

2. the map Qβ⋆ (β ∈ Q∨
J,+) is the multiplication of Qβ in the RHS of (1.3);

3. we have ξ ⋆ η ≡ ξ · η mod (Qi; i ∈ Jc) for every ξ, η ∈ KH(BJ)⊗ 1.

We set

qKH×Gm(BJ) := KH(BJ)⊗CqQ
∨
+ and qKH×Gm(BJ)

∧ := KH(BJ)⊗Cq[[Q
∨
+]].

We can localize qKH(BJ) (resp. qKH×Gm
(BJ) and qKH×Gm

(BJ)
∧) in terms of

{Qβ}β∈Q∨
J,+

to obtain a ring qKH(BJ)loc (resp. vector spaces qKH×Gm
(BJ)loc

and qKH×Gm
(BJ)

∧
loc).

We sometimes identify KH(BJ) with the submodule KH(BJ)⊗1 of qKH(BJ)
or qKH×Gm(BJ). We set pi := [OBJ

(ϖi)] for i ∈ Jc, and we sometimes consider
it as an endomorphism of qKH×Gm

(BJ) through the scalar extension of the
product of KH(BJ) (i.e. the classical product). For each i ∈ Jc, let qQi∂Qi

denote the CqP -endomorphism of qKH×Gm
(BJ) such that

qQi∂Qi (ξ ⊗Qβ) = q⟨β,ϖi⟩ξ ⊗Qβ ξ ∈ KH(BJ), β ∈ Q∨
J,+.

Following [18, §2.4], we consider the operator T ∈ EndCqP qKH×Gm
(BJ)

∧

(obtained from the same named operator in [18] by setting 0 = t ∈ K(BJ)).
Then, we have the shift operator (also obtained from an operator Ai(q, t) in [18]
by setting t = 0) defined by

Ai(q) = T−1 ◦ p−1
i qQi∂Qi ◦ T ∈ End qKH×Gm

(BJ)
∧ i ∈ Jc. (1.4)

Theorem 1.4 ([18] and [1]). For i ∈ Jc, the operator Ai(1) is well-defined and
defines the ⋆-multiplication by [OBJ

(−ϖi)] in qKH(BJ).

Proof. The well-definedness of the substitution q = 1 is by [18, Remark 2.14].
By [18, Corollary 2.9] and [1, Theorem 8], the set {Ai(1)}i∈Jc defines mu-
tually commutative endomorphisms of qKH(BJ) that commutes with the ⋆-
multiplication. Since EndRR ∼= R for every ring R, we conclude the assertion
by Ai(1)([OBJ

]) = [OBJ
(−ϖi)] ([1, Lemma 6]).
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2 A description of the quantum K-groups

We continue to work in the setting of the previous section.

2.1 K-groups of semi-infinite partial flag manifolds

Let J ⊂ I be a subset. The semi-infinite partial flag manifold Qrat
J is an ind-

scheme whose set of C-valued points is

G((z))/H(C) · ([P (J), P (J)]((z))).

This is a pure ind-scheme of ind-infinite type [20]. Note that the group Q∨ ⊂
H((z))/H acts on Qrat

J from the right, whose action factors through Q∨
J via the

projection described in the below. The indscheme Qrat
J is equipped with a G[[z]]-

equivariant line bundle OQrat
J
(λ) for each λ ∈ PJ. Here we normalized such that

Γ(Qrat
J ,OQrat

J
(λ)) is co-generated by its H-weight (−λ)-part as a B−[[z]]-module.

The following two results are not recorded in the literature in a strict sense,
but they are straight-forward consequences of the set-theoretic consideration
that is allowed in view of [20, Theorem A].

Theorem 2.1. We have an I-orbit decomposition

Qrat
J =

⊔
u∈W/WJ,β∈Q∨

J

OJ(utβ).

Corollary 2.2. The natural quotient map Qrat → Qrat
J sends the I-orbit O(utβ)

to OJ(u
′tβ′), where u′ ∈ uWJ is characterized by u′ ∈ W/WJ and β′ ∈ Q∨

J is
defined as the projection:

β′ := β −
∑
j∈J
⟨β,ϖi⟩α∨

i .

For u ∈ W and β ∈ Q∨, we denote the element u′tβ′ ∈ Waf obtained in
Corollary 2.2 by [utβ ]J. By abuse of notation, we also write β′ by [β]J.

For each u ∈ W/WJ and β ∈ Q∨
J , we set QJ(utβ) := OJ(utβ) ⊂ Qrat

J . We
have embeddings BJ(u) ⊂ QJ(β, u) ⊂ QJ(u) (u ∈ W/WJ) such that the line
bundles O(λ) (λ ∈ PJ) corresponds to each other by restrictions ([4, 19, 23]).

Theorem 2.3 ([20] Corollary C and Appendix A). For each u ∈ W/WJ, and
λ ∈ PJ,+, we have

lim
β→∞

χ(QJ(β, u),OQJ(β,u)(λ)) = gchH0(QJ(u),OQJ(u)(λ)) ∈ CqP. (2.1)

Moreover, we have H>0(QJ(u),OQJ(u)(λ)) = {0}.

We define a(n uncompleted version of the) C0
qP -module K ′′

H×Gm
(Qrat

J ) as:

K ′′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) := {

∑
u∈W/WJ,β∈Q∨

J

au,β [OQJ(utβ)] | au,β ∈ C0
qP}.

Here we remark that the sum in the definition of K ′′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) is a finite sum.

We set K ′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) := Cq⊗C0

q
K ′′

H×Gm
(Qrat

J ). For each γ ∈ Q∨
J , we also define

K ′′
H×Gm

(QJ(tγ)) := {
∑

u∈W/WJ,β−γ∈Q∨
J,+

au,β [OQJ(utβ)] ∈ K
′′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J )}.
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We sometimes also consider its completion

KH×Gm
(Qrat

J )∧ := Cq ⊗C0
q
lim←−
γ

K ′′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J )/K ′′

H×Gm
(Qrat

J (tγ))

and its subset

K+
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) := {

∑
u∈W/WJ,β∈Q∨

J

au,β [OQJ(utβ)] ∈ KH×Gm
(Qrat

J )∧ |
∑
u,β

|au,β | ∈ CqP},

where the absolute value is taken for each coefficient of monomials.
We have a CqP -linear surjective morphism

ϕJ : K
′
H×Gm

(Qrat) ∋ [OQ(w)] 7→ [OQJ([w]J)] ∈ K
′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) w ∈Waf .

Theorem 2.4 ([23] Corollary 4.31 and [20] Appendix A). For w ∈ Waf and
λ ∈ PJ, we have

gchH0(QJ([w]J),OQJ([w]J)(λ)) = gchH0(Q(w),OQ(w)(λ)) ∈ Z≥0[[q
−1]]P.

They yields zero if λ ̸∈ PJ,+. Moreover, their higher cohomologies vanish. 2

Let FunPJ
(CqP ) denote the set of functionals on PJ whose value is in CqP .

We set

FunnegPJ
(CqP ) := {f ∈ FunPJ

(CqP ) | ∃γ ∈ PJ s.t. f(λ) = 0 for each λ ∈ γ+PJ,+}

and FunessPJ
(CqP ) := FunPJ

(CqP )/Fun
neg
PJ

(CqP ).

Theorem 2.5. The assignment

K ′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) ∋

∑
u∈W/WJ,β∈Q∨

J

au,β [OQJ(utβ)]

7→

λ 7→∑
u,β

au,βgchH
0(Qrat

J ,OQJ(utβ)(λ))

 ∈ FunessPJ
(CqP )

is an injective CqP -linear map. This prolongs to a CqP -linear map

K+
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) −→ FunessPJ

(CqP ).

Proof. The first assertion reduces to the CqP -linear independence of the func-
tionals

PJ,+ ∋ λ 7→ gchH0(QJ(utβ),OQJ(utβ)(λ)) u ∈W/WJ, β ∈ Q∨
J .

In view of Theorem 2.4, this follows as in [23, Proof of Proposition 5.11].
We prove the second assertion. The CqP -coefficients {au,β} of an element

of K+
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) satisfies au,β = 0 for β ̸≥ β0 for some β0 ∈ Q∨

J,+, each of
them are Laurant polynomials with a uniform upper bound on its q-degree, and∑

u,β |au,β | ∈ CqP .
In view of [20, Theorem 2.32] and Theorem 2.4, we have

gchH0(QJ(utβ),OQJ(utβ)(λ)) ≤ gchH0(QJ(tβ0
),OQJ(tβ0

)(λ)) (2.2)
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for each λ ∈ PJ, u ∈W , and β0 ≤ β ∈ Q∨
J,+, where the inequality is understood

to be coefficient-wise (in Z≥0). The RHS of (2.2) belongs to CqP (cf. [4]).
We set a :=

∑
u,β |au,β | ∈ CqP . From the above, we deduce∑

u,β

|au,β |gchH0(QJ(utβ),OQJ(utβ)(λ)) ≤ a · gchH
0(QJ(tβ0

),OQJ(tβ0
)(λ)),

that implies the convergence of our functional for each λ ∈ PJ.

We define KH×Gm(Qrat
J ) as the image of K+

H×Gm
(Qrat

J ) in FunessPJ
(CqP ).

We have q = 1 specializations of K ′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) and KH×Gm

(Qrat
J ) are pos-

sible as each coefficient of [OQJ([w]J)] (w ∈ Waf) belongs to CqP . They are
denoted by K ′

H(Qrat
J ) and KH(Qrat

J ), respectively.

Theorem 2.6 ([23] Theorem 6.5 for the case J = ∅). For each λ ∈ PJ, there
exists a CqP -linear endomorphism

[OQJ(utβ)] 7→ [OQJ(utβ)(λ)] ∈ KH×Gm
(Qrat

J ) u ∈W/WJ, β ∈ Q∨
J

which is an automorphism of KH×Gm
(Qrat

J ) (that we call Ξ(λ) in the below).

Proof. The reasoning we need is the same as those provided in [23, Proof of
Theorem 6.5] and [21, Proof of Theorem 1.13] in view of the definition of
KH×Gm

(Qrat
J ) and Theorem 2.4.

Remark 2.7. In view of [21, Lemma 1.14] and [22, Corollary 3.3] (or combine
[21, Corollary 3.3, Theorem 4.2, and their proofs]; cf. [21, Remark 2.13 and
Remark 3.12]), we deduce that Ξ(−ϖi) (i ∈ I) defines an automorphism of
K ′

H×Gm
(Qrat). However, an explicit formula [23, Theorem 5.13] tells that Ξ(ϖi)

(i ∈ I) never defines an automorphism of K ′
H×Gm

(Qrat).

Theorem 2.8. For each i ∈ Jc, the endomorphism Ξ(−ϖi) descends to an
endomorphism ΞJ(−ϖi) of K ′

H×Gm
(Qrat

J ) through ϕJ. In addition, the map ϕJ
induces a surjective CP -module map K ′

H(Qrat)→ K ′
H(Qrat

J ) such that Ξ(−ϖi)
induces an endomorphism of K ′

H(Qrat
J ).

Proof. Consider the CqP -linear map generated by

K ′
H×Gm

(Qrat) ∋
∑

w∈Waf

aw[OQ(w)]

7→

(
λ 7→

∑
w

awgchH
0(Qrat,OQ(w)(λ))

)
∈ FunPJ

(CqP ).

By Theorem 2.4, this map factors throughK ′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) as [OQ(w)] 7→ [OQJ([w]J)]

for w ∈ Waf . By Remark 2.7, we know that Ξ(−ϖi) (i ∈ I) is an endomor-
phism of K ′

H×Gm
(Qrat). In view of Theorem 2.5, the endomorphism Ξ(−ϖi) on

K ′
H×Gm

(Qrat) descends to an endomorphism of K ′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) for each i ∈ Jc

via the map ϕJ. By specializing q = 1, we conclude that ϕJ induces a CP -
module surjection K ′

H(Qrat) → K ′
H(Qrat

J ) on which Ξ(−ϖi) descends to an
endomorphism.

By abuse of notation, we denote the surjective map K ′
H(Qrat)→ K ′

H(Qrat
J )

in Theorem 2.8 by ϕJ. We also denote the q = 1 specializations of the automor-
phisms Ξ(−ϖi) and ΞJ(−ϖi) in Theorem 2.8 by the same symbols.
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2.2 QJ(β, w) has at worst rational singularities

Let XJ(β) denote the subvariety of GBJ,2,β such that the first marked point
projects to 0 ∈ P1, and the second marked point projects to ∞ ∈ P1 through
the projection of quasi-stable curves C to the main component C0

∼= P1. Let us
denote the restriction of evi (i = 1, 2) to XJ(β) by the same letter. Since XJ(β)
is a normal scheme that have at worst quotient singularity, we might regard it
as a smooth stack ([13]). As we know that QJ(β) is normal ([20]), we conclude
that πJ,2,β restricted to XJ(β) also gives a resolution of singularities of QJ(β).

For each β ∈ Q∨
J,+ and u ∈W/WJ, we set XJ(β, u) := ev−1

1 (BJ(u)).

Lemma 2.9. For each β ∈ Q∨
J,+ and u ∈ W/WJ, the variety XJ(β, u) is pro-

jective, normal, and has at worst rational singularities.

Proof. Being a closed subset of a projective variety GBJ,2,β , we find that XJ(β, u)
is projective. The evaluation map ev1 : XJ(β) → BJ is homogeneous with
respect to the G-action. Let NJ ⊂ N be the opposite unipotent radical of the
conjugation of P (J) by a lift of w0 ∈ W in NG(H). By restricting to the open
N -orbit NJ×{pe} ∼= OJ(e) ⊂ BJ, we deduce that ev

−1
1 (OJ(e)) ∼= NJ×ev−1

1 (pe).
By translating using the G-action, we conclude that ev1 is a locally trivial
fibration. We know that BJ(u) (u ∈W/WJ) is normal and has at worst rational
singularities (see [25]). Thus, the singularity of XJ(β, u) is locally a product
of two rational singularities. From basic properties of rational singularities [27,
§5.1], we deduce that being rational singularity is a local condition and it is
preserved by taking products. Therefore, we conclude that XJ(β, u) has at
worst rational singularities (and the normality is its consequence).

We have XJ(β) = XJ(β, e). The map πJ,2,β restricts to a (B×Gm)-equivariant
birational proper map

πJ,β,u : XJ(β, u)→ QJ(β, u)

by inspection. Let OXJ(β,u)(λ) denote the restriction of OGBJ,2,β
(λ) to XJ(β, u)

for each λ ∈ PJ and u ∈W/WJ.

Theorem 2.10 (Kollár [26] Theorem 7.1). Let f : X → Z be a surjective map
between projective varieties, X smooth, and Z normal. Let F be the geometric
generic fiber of f and assume that F is connected. The following two statements
are equivalent:

1. Rif∗OX = 0 for all i > 0;

2. Z has rational singularities and Hi(F,OF ) = 0 for all i > 0.

Theorem 2.11. For each β ∈ Q∨
J,+ and u ∈W/WJ, the variety QJ(β, u) has at

worst rational singularities. In addition, we have

(πJ,β,u)∗OXJ(β,u)
∼= OQJ(β,u), R>0(πJ,β,u)∗OXJ(β,u)

∼= {0}.

Proof. By [20, Corollary 4.20], the variety QJ(β, u) is normal. By Lemma 2.9,
we know that XJ(β, u) has at worst rational singularities. The same is true
for J = ∅ by [3, 13]. The coarse moduli property of X(β) yields a morphism
X(β+) −→ XJ(β) for every β+ ∈ Q∨

+ such that β = [β+]J. In view of [20,
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Remark 3.36] (cf. Woodward [35]), we can choose β+ such that Q(β+, u) −→
QJ(β, u) is surjective.

We have the following commutative diagram:

X(β+, u)
η̃ //

πβ+,u

��

XJ(β, u)

πJ,β,u

��
Q(β+, u)

η // QJ(β, u).

Here the maps πβ+,u and πJ,β,u are birational. Thus, the map η̃ is also surjective.
Moreover, we have R•η∗OQ(β+,u) = OQ(β,u) by [20, Corollary 3.35]. We find
R•(πβ+,u)∗OX(β+,u) = OQ(β+,u) by [21, Theorem 4.9]. By the Leray spectral
sequence applied to the composition map η ◦ πβ+,u, we find that

R•(η ◦ πβ+,u)∗OX(β+,u) = OQJ(β,u).

This implies that the geometric generic fiber of the composition map (η ◦πβ+,u)
has trivial higher cohomology. Since πJ,β,u is birational, the geometric generic
fiber of (η ◦ πβ+,u) is the same as η̃. Therefore, we conclude

R•η̃∗OX(β+,u) = OXJ(β,u) (2.3)

by Theorem 2.10 (by replacing X(β+, u) with its resolution of singularity if
necessary, cf. [27, Theorem 5.10]). By the above commutative diagram, the
Leray spectral sequence applied to the composition map πJ,β,u ◦ η̃ = η ◦ πβ+,u

implies
R•(πJ,β,u)∗OXJ(β,u)

∼= OQJ(β,u)

from (2.3). This shows that QJ(β, u) has at worst rational singularities by [27,
Theorem 5.10].

Corollary 2.12. For each β ∈ Q∨
J,+, u ∈W/WJ, and λ ∈ PJ, we have

χ(XJ(β, u),OXJ(β,u)(λ)) = χ(QJ(β, u),OQJ(β,u)(λ)) ∈ C0
qP.

Proof. Apply the projection formula to Theorem 2.11.

For n⃗ = {ni}i∈Jc ∈ ZJc

≥0, we set xn⃗ :=
∏

i∈Jc x
ni
i . For λ ∈ P , we set

λ[n⃗] := λ−
∑

i∈Jc niϖi.

Theorem 2.13 (Iritani-Milanov-Tonita [18], cf. Givental-Lee [16]). For each∑
β∈Q∨

J,+,u∈W/WJ,n⃗∈ZJc

≥0

fβ,u,n⃗(q)x
n⃗Qβ ∈ (C0

qP )[{xi}i∈Jc ][[Q∨
+]]

such that ∑
β∈Q∨

+,u∈W/WJ,n⃗∈ZJc

≥0

fβ,u,n⃗(q)

(
r∏

i∈Jc
Ani

i

)
Qβ [OBJ(u)] = 0 ∈ qKG×Gm

(BJ)
∧,

(2.4)
we have the following equalities:∑

β∈Q∨
J,+,u∈W/WJ,n⃗∈ZJc

≥0

fβ,u,n⃗(q)q
−⟨β,λ[n⃗]⟩χ(XJ(γ − β, u),OXJ(γ−β,u)(λ[n⃗])) = 0

for each λ ∈ PJ,+ and γ ∈ Q∨
J,+.
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Proof. The assertion follows by plugging (2.4) into [18, Proposition 2.20] and
observe that Ai becomes the line bundle twist by O(−ϖi) up to q⟨β,ϖi⟩, Qi

twists the Novikov variable (and hence the degree of the stable map spaces),
and the effect of OBJ(u) is to restrict the whole variety to XJ(•, u) via ev∗1. It
can be also seen as a variant of [21, Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.9].

2.3 Comparison of equivariant K-groups

Theorem 2.14. We have a CqP -module isomorphism

ΨJ,q : qKH×Gm(BJ)loc
∼=−→ K ′

H×Gm
(Qrat

J )

such that

1. ΨJ,q([OBJ(u)]Q
β) = [OQJ(utβ)] for each u ∈W/WJ and β ∈ Q∨

J ;

2. ΨJ,q(Ai(•)) = ΞJ(−ϖi)(ΨJ,q(•)) for each i ∈ Jc.

Corollary 2.15. As the q = 1 specialization of Theorem 2.14, we obtain a
CP -module isomorphism

ΨJ : qKH(BJ)loc
∼=−→ K ′

H(Qrat
J )

such that

1. ΨJ([OBJ(u)]Q
β) = [OQJ(utβ)] for each u ∈W/WJ and β ∈ Q∨

J ;

2. ΨJ([OBJ
(−ϖi)] ⋆ •) = ΞJ(−ϖi)(ΨJ(•)) for each i ∈ Jc.

Proof of Corollary 2.15. Taking Theorem 2.14 into account, it remains to ob-
serve that Ai(•) specializes to [OBJ

(−ϖi)]⋆ by Theorem 1.4.

Proof of Theorem 2.14. By the definitions of qKH×Gm
(BJ)loc andK

′
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ),

we find that ΨJ,q is a CqP -linear isomorphism. The map ΨJ,q prolongs to an
isomorphism

qK ′
H×Gm

(BJ)
∧
loc

∼=−→ KH×Gm
(Qrat

J ),

where qK ′
H×Gm

(BJ)
∧
loc is the quotient of some subset of qKH×Gm

(BJ)
∧
loc subject

to the analogous convergence condition as in K+
H×Gm

(Qrat
J ) (such that we have

qKH×Gm
(BJ)loc ⊂ qK ′

H×Gm
(BJ)

∧
loc).

For each u ∈W/WJ, we expand Ai([OBJ(u)]) as a formal linear combination

Ai([OBJ(u)]) =
∑

v∈W/WJ,γ∈Q∨
J,+

av,γi,uQ
γ [OBJ(v)] av,γi,u ∈ CqP

by [18, Remark 2.14].
Applying Theorem 2.13 and Corollary 2.12, we have

χ(QJ(β, u),OQJ(β,u)(λ−ϖi)) =
∑

v∈W/WJ,γ∈Q∨
J,+

av,γi,u q
−⟨γ,λ⟩χ(QJ(β−γ, v),OQJ(β−γ,v)(λ))

(2.5)
for each β ∈ Q∨

J,+ and λ ∈ PJ. We have χ(QJ(β, v),OQJ(β,v)(λ)) ∈ C0
qP for every

u ∈ W/WJ, β ∈ Q∨
J,+, and λ ∈ PJ,+. By [20, Theorem 3.33], the C-coefficients
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of the series {χ(QJ(β, u),OQJ(β,u)(λ))}β ⊂ CqP belong to Z≥0[q
−1]P and are

monotonically non-decreasing with respect to β. By examining the cases β = γ,
we deduce av,γi,u ∈ Z[q−1]P by induction (from the case β = γ = 0). Moreover,
the limit β → ∞ (in Q∨

J,+) of the LHS of (2.5) is convergent ([20, Theorem
3.33]). Hence, in order that the RHS of (2.5) to be equal to the LHS, we further
need

∑
v,γ |a

v,γ
i,u | ∈ CqP . Therefore, we conclude Ai([OBJ(u)]) ∈ qK ′

H×Gm
(BJ)

∧.
By taking the limit β →∞ (cf. [23, Proposition D.1]), we obtain

χ(QJ(utβ),OQJ(utβ)(λ−ϖi)) =
∑

v∈W/WJ,γ∈Q∨
J,+

av,γi,uχ(QJ(vtγ),OQJ(vtγ)(λ))

for each λ ∈ PJ,+ by Theorem 2.1. This implies

[OQJ(utβ)(−ϖi)] =
∑

v∈W/WJ,γ∈Q∨
J,+

av,γi,u [OQJ(vtγ)]

in view of Theorem 2.5. Hence, we conclude

ΨJ,q(Ai([OBJ(u)])) = ΞJ(−ϖi)(ΨJ,q([OBJ(u)])) u ∈W/WJ, (2.6)

where the equality is in KH×Gm(Qrat
J ). We can rewrite the operator Ξ(−ϖi)

into a linear combination of the identity and an operator Hi as in [21, §1.4]. In
view of [22, Corollary 3.3] (or [21, Remark 3.12 and Remark 3.13]), we find that
the operator Hi is finite as it transplants to the Pontryagin multiplication of a
(localized) Schubert classe (cf. [21, Corollary 3.3]). Thus, the operator ΞJ(−ϖi)
also exhibits finiteness by Theorem 2.8 (we can also apply [1] directly to obtain
this). Consequently, (2.6) is in fact an equality in K ′

H×Gm
(Qrat

J ). Since ΨJ,q, Ai,
and ΞJ(−ϖi) (i ∈ Jc) are CqP -linear, we conclude the result.

We consider the subring of qKH(BJ)≥0 ⊂ qKH(BJ) generated by CP , CQ∨
J,+,

and {[OBJ
(−ϖi)] ⋆}i∈Jc .

Lemma 2.16. For each i ∈ I, the CqP -subspace K
q
i ⊂ qKH×Gm

(B) spanned
by the set

{[OB(u)]Q
β − [OB(usi)]Q

β′
| u ∈W,β, β′ ∈ Q∨

+, s.t.β − β′ ∈ Zα∨
i }

is stable by the action of Aj(q) (j ∈ I). In particular, its specialization q = 1
yields a CP -subspace Ki ⊂ qKH(B) that is stable by the qKH(B)≥0-action.

Remark 2.17. Lemma 2.16 does not hold if we replace qKH(B) with KH(B).
We set G = SL(2) (and hence B = P1 and I = {1}). We have an equality
[OB(s1)(−ϖ1)] = eϖ1 [OB(s1)] ∈ KH(B), that implies

[OB(−ϖ1)]−[OB(s1)(−ϖ1)] = e−ϖ1 [OB]−(eϖ1+e−ϖ1)[OB(s1)]) ̸∈ CP ([OB]−[OB(s1)]).

In other words, the vanishing part of Theorem 2.4 is crucial in our consideration.

Proof of Lemma 2.16. Let F be the functional (on P ) in Theorem 2.5 (for
J = ∅). By Theorem 2.4, elements in Ψ−1

q (Kq
i ) vanishes via the functional

F restricted to λ ∈ (P{i} + Z≤0ϖi). Conversely, if a ∈ Ψ−1
q (qKH×Gm(B)) van-

ishes via the functional F restricted to λ ∈ (P{i} + Z≤0ϖi), then F (a) must
also vanish on λ ∈ P{i}. In view of the injectivity assertion in Theorem 2.5,
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we conclude that a ∈ Ψ−1
q (Kq

i ). Therefore, elements in Ψ−1
q (Kq

i ) is precisely
the set of elements of Ψ−1

q (qKH×Gm
(B)) that vanish via the functional F re-

stricted to λ ∈ (P{i} + Z≤0ϖi). Hence, Ψ−1
q (Kq

i ) is stable under the action of
{Ξ(−ϖj)}j∈I. It follows that the set Ψ−1(Ki) is stable by the multiplication by
qKH(B)≥0.

2.4 Comparison between equivariant quantum K-groups

The following crucial observation is due to Buch-Chaput-Mihalcea-Perrin [6, §5]
(see also [1, §1.2], cf. [10, Lemma 4.1.3]):

• The multiplication rule of qKH(BJ) as a CP⊗CQ∨
J,+-algebra is completely

determined by the ⋆-multiplication table of OBJ(si) for i ∈ Jc.

In view of the equality (cf. [21, Theorem 1.1])

[OBJ
(−ϖi)] = ew0ϖi([OBJ

]− [OBJ(si)]) ∈ KH(BJ) i ∈ Jc,

we can rephrase this as:

• The multiplication rule of qKH(BJ) as a CP⊗CQ∨
J,+-algebra is completely

determined by the ⋆-multiplication table of OBJ
(−ϖi) for i ∈ Jc.

These fact holds as qKH(BJ) is generated by {[OBJ
(−ϖi)] ⋆}i∈Jc after local-

ization to C(P ⊕Q∨
J ) [6, Remark 5.10]. In other words, we have

C(P ⊕Q∨
J )⊗CP⊗CQ∨

J,+
qKH(BJ)≥0 = C(P ⊕Q∨

J )⊗CP⊗CQ∨
J,+

qKH(BJ)

and the multiplication rule of {[OBJ
(−ϖi)] ⋆}i∈Jc on some C(P ⊕Q∨

J )-basis of
C(P ⊕Q∨

J )⊗CP⊗CQ∨
J,+
qKH(BJ) determines the product structure of qKH(BJ).

Theorem 2.18. We have a surjective morphism

qKH(B) −→→ qKH(BJ)

of commutative algebras such that the image of [OB(w)] is [OBJ([w]J)] for each

w ∈W , and the image of Qβ is Q[β]J for each β ∈ Q∨
+.

Proof. We have a diagram (represented by real arrows) of CP ⊗ CQ∨
+-modules

K ′
H(QG(e))

Ψ //

ϕJ

��

qKH(B)

���
�
�

K ′
H(QJ(e))

ΨJ // qKH(BJ)

such that their bases correspond as ϕJ([OQ(w)]) = [OQJ([w]J)] (w ∈ W × Q∨
+ ⊂

Waf). The kernel of the map ϕJ is the preimage of the sum of Ki (borrowed from
Lemma 2.16) for i ∈ J. This defines an ideal of Ψ−1(qKH(B)≥0). Therefore,
the map ϕJ induces some CP -algebra structure on

ϕJ(Ψ
−1(qKH(B)≥0)) ⊂ K ′

H(QJ(e)).
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(If J = I, then we have ϕJ([OQ(w)]) ≡ 1 and ImϕJ = KH(pt) = CP . Hence this
algebra structure must be the correct one and the result follows in this case.)
In view of Theorem 2.8, we find that

ΞJ(−ϖi) ◦ ϕJ = ϕJ ◦ Ξ(−ϖi) i ∈ Jc.

Thus, the above observation and Corollary 2.15 imply that the above module
map induces an algebra map

qKH(B) −→ qKH(BJ)

with the desired properties (here we used that the both sides are algebras also
by the ⋆-products).

The CP -action commutes with the actions of Ai(q) (i ∈ Jc), while we have
Ai(q)Q

β = q−⟨β,ϖi⟩QβAi(q) for each i ∈ Jc and β ∈ Q∨
J,+ by [19, Theorem A].

In particular, we can localize qKH×Gm
(B)≥0 and qKH×Gm

(BJ)≥0 to the field
C(q, P ) from the (left) CqP -action, and we can extend the (right) CQ∨

J,+-action
to the C[[Q∨

J,+]]-action. Since the proof of Theorem 2.18 rely on the comparison
of the basis and the actions of Ai(q)’s, the same reasoning yields the following:

Corollary 2.19. We have a surjective CqP -module morphism

qKH×Gm(B) −→→ qKH×Gm(BJ)

that intertwines the actions of Ai(q) (i ∈ J), and the image of [OB(w)]Q
β is

[OBJ([w]J)]Q
[β]J for each w ∈W and β ∈ Q∨

+. 2

2.5 Comparison with affine Grassmannians

In this subsection, we deal with an algebra KH(Gr) that can be seen as the H-
equivariant K-group of the affine Grassmannian of G whose product structure
is given by the Pontryagin product. For background materials, see [30, 21].

For w ∈W−
af , we consider a formal symbol Grw and set

KH(Gr) :=
⊕

w∈W−
af

CP [OGrw ].

Theorem 2.20 (Lam-Schilling-Shimozono, see [21] §1.3). There exists a com-
mutative algebra structure (whose multiplication is denoted by ⊙) on KH(Gr)
such that

[OGrw ]⊙ [OGrβ ] = [OGrwtβ
]

for each w ∈W−
af and let β ∈ Q∨

<.

We call the multiplication ⊙ of KH(Gr) the Pontryagin product. Theorem
2.20 implies that the set

{[OGrβ ] | β ∈ Q∨
<} ⊂ (KH(Gr)loc,⊙)

forms a multiplicative system. We denote by KH(Gr)loc its localization. The
action of an element [OGrβ ] on KH(Gr) in Theorem 2.20 is torsion-free, and
hence we have an embedding KH(Gr) ↪→ KH(Gr)loc.
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Theorem 2.21 ([21] Corollary C). There exists an isomorphism

Φ : (KH(Gr)loc,⊙) −→ (qKH(B)loc, ⋆)

of algebras such that

Φ([OGrutβ1
]⊙ [OGrtβ2

]−1) = [OB(u)]Q
β1−β2 u ∈W,β1, β2 ∈ Q∨

<.

Theorem 2.22. There exist a surjective algebra map

ηJ : (KH(Gr)loc,⊙) −→ (qKH(BJ)loc, ⋆)

such that

ηJ([OGrutβ1
]⊙ [OGrtβ2

]−1) = [OBJ([u]J)]Q
[β1−β2]J u ∈W,β1, β2 ∈ Q∨

<.

Proof. Combine Theorem 2.21 with Theorem 2.18.

3 Examples: G = SL(3)

Keep the setting of the previous section with G = SL(3). We have W =
⟨s1, s2⟩ ∼= S3, P = Zϖ1⊕Zϖ2, and Q

∨ = Zα∨
1 ⊕Zα∨

2 . Recall that ϑ := α1+α2

and ϑ∨ := α∨
1 + α∨

2 . We have w0 = s1s2s1 = s2s1s2. In this case, we have
three possible choices of ∅ ̸= J ⊂ I = {1, 2}. In view of [21, Corollary 3.2 or
Proposition 2.12], we may consult [29, §4.2] (with the convention ofH-characters
twisted by w0) to justify the first equality in each item. The other equalities
are consistent with [8, §5.5].

• We have

[OB(s1)]⋆[OB(s1)] = (1−eα2)[OB(s1)]+e
α2 [OB]Q

α∨
1 +eα2 [OB(s2s1)]−e

α2 [OB(s2)]Q
α∨

1 .

Applying Theorem 2.18, we deduce

[OB{1} ] ⋆ [OB{1} ] = [OB{1} ],

[OB{2}(s1)] ⋆ [OB{2}(s1)] = (1− eα2)[OB{2}(s1)] + eα2 [OB{2}(s2s1)].

• We have [OB(s1)]⋆ [OB(s2)] = [OB(s1s2)]+[OB(s2s1)]− [OB(w0)]. From this,
we deduce

[OB{1} ] ⋆ [OB{1}(s2)] = [OB{1}(s2)],

[OB{2}(s1)] ⋆ [OB{2} ] = [OB{2}(s1)].

• We have [OB(s1)] ⋆ [OB(s1s2)] = (1 − eα2)[OB(s1s2)] + eα2 [OB(w0)]. From
this, we deduce

[OB{1} ] ⋆ [OB{1}(s1s2)] = [OB{1}(s1s2)],

[OB{2}(s1)] ⋆ [OB{2}(s1)] = (1− eα2)[OB{2}(s1)] + eα2 [OB{2}(s2s1)].
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• We have [OB(s1)] ⋆ [OB(s2s1)] = (1− eϑ)[OB(s2s1)] + eϑ[OB(s2)]Q
α∨

1 . From
this, we deduce

[OB{1} ] ⋆ [OB{1}(s2)] = [OB{1}(s2)],

[OB{2}(s1)] ⋆ [OB{2}(s2s1)] = (1− eϑ)[OB{2}(s2s1)] + eϑ[OB{2} ]Q
α∨

1 .

• We have

[OB(s1)]⋆[OB(w0)] = (1−eϑ)[OB(w0)]+e
ϑ([OB]Q

ϑ∨
+[OB(s1s2)]Q

α∨
1−[OB(s1)]Q

ϑ∨
).

From this, we deduce

[OB{1} ] ⋆ [OB{1}(s1s2)] = [OB{1}(s1s2)],

[OB{2}(s1)] ⋆ [OB{2}(s2s1)] = (1− eϑ)[OB{2}(s2s1)] + eϑ[OB{2} ]Q
α∨

1 .

In all cases, the above calculations recover [7, Corollary 10] as:

1 ⋆ 1 = 1 ∈ qKH(B{1,2}) ≡ qKH(G/G) = KH(G/G) = CP

by setting [OB(w)] ≡ 1 ≡ Qα∨
i (w ∈W, i = 1, 2).
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